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Arctic Kids - young explorers

The magic within Arctic Kids unlocks an adventure in Narvik, packed with 
experiences. War history, hiking, fishing and arctic wildlife awaits you!

Explore the underground bunkers, go hiking in the Arctic and join us on an 
adventurous animal wildlife experience at Polar Park!

Arctic Kids - young explorers

Narvik offers 5 days packed with arctic summer 
activities. Join us on a fishing tour, hike across 
Norway and learn about trains at the museum 
and why Narvik was so important during the 
2nd World War. 

DAY 1 – An evening at Narvik War Museum
Narvik War Museum invites you to 2 hours of 
learning through activities and artifacts. How 
was it to be a child during the war ? 

DAY 2 – War historical walk to Nordalsbrua
Why was Narvik so important  during the 2nd 
World War? Join us on a guided tour and learn 
about the German invasion and their desire to 
control the iron ore supplies. We take the train 
from Narvik Train Station to Søsterbekk Station 
and hike to Nordalsbrua where the key scenes 
in the war movie “Narvik” was filmed. 
Transport back to Narvik is included.

DAY 3 – Polar Park and Cave hiking
The world’s northernmost animal park and 
home to Norway’s large predators, such as 
bears, wolves, lynx, polar fox, reindeer and 
more is totally worth a visit. The wildlife park 
emphasis animal welfare, and the Parks 
Wildlife Foundation was created to improve 
animal welfare. Join us on a once in a lifetime 
experience and meet the wild animals – from a 
distance of course!

Can you hear that? The sound of falling water 
from an underground river. The smell of forests 
and rocks. The bigger your smile will get the 
more united we get. This is an experience 
which you will not easily forget!

DAY 4 – Bunkers hiking
Gather the family and join us on a hike in 
underground bunkers. Join us on an 
adventurous walk into narrow and dark 
underground Nazi bunkers - once filled with 
soldiers and weapons, today reminiscent of a 
dramatic history.

Go fishing
What’s for dinner tonight? Cod, pollock or 
haddock? It’s up to you! Improve your fishing 
skills on a fun day at sea. The boat takes you 
out to the best fishing spots, when the catch is 
onboard you can learn gutting and how to fillet 
the fish. Maybe you even figure out what the 
fish had to eat today?

DAY 5 – A powerful morning at Narvik 
Museum
Explore the museums interactive display on 
energy designed for children and young 
people. The museum also has an El-12 
locomotive. Visit the museum for slide shows, 
movies and exhibitions.

PRICE NOK 12101,- PER PERSON, INCLUDES;

• War Museum

• War historical walk

• Entrance Polar Park (incl transport)

• Cave hiking (incl transport)

• Bunkers hiking

• Fishing trip (min 5 pax – max 12 pax)

• Narvik Museum

Hotel or transport is not included in the price 
unless otherwise noted

Remember to bring warm clothes suitable for 
hiking and fishing, good shoes, water bottle. 
Wool next to your body. Temperatures may 
vary from +20° C to +5° C
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